new release information MAY 2007
australian library
Australia in Song
9781740703604

Australia’s Inventions
& Innovations
9781740703628

Australia’s Dinosaurs
9781740703611

Prime Ministers of
Australia
9781740703598

Author: Various
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $29.95
The Australian Library series brings together a
variety of titles on topics that are always in demand.
Each book forms a comprehensive resource focussed on either Australia’s
history, culture, innovation or people. Each title in the series features maps,
illustrations, photographs, fact files, timelines and resource lists for further
information. Suitable for 9+ year olds.

australia then & now
Australians at Home
9781740706704

Australians at School
9781740706711

Australians at Play
9781740706735

Australians at Work
9781740706728

Author: Jane Pearson
Imprint: Echidna
RRP: $29.95
This delightful new series compares the everyday lives and familiar activities
of Australians today with those of the past. Readers can compare people at
work, home, school, and play via large photographs and text designed to
focus their attention and direct their observations. Question boxes encourage
children to make direct comparisons between the activities that they see in the
books and their own experiences. Suitable for 5+ year olds.

africa: progress & problems
Making of Modern Africa
9781590849989

Population & Overcrowding
9781590849972

Poverty & Economic Issues Religions of Africa
9781590849538
9781590849583

Author: Various
Imprint: Mason Crest
RRP: $44.00
Africa is a complex and diverse continent, and its more than 50 countries
provide a study in contrasts: democracy and despotism, immense wealth
and crushing poverty, modernism and traditionalism, peaceful communities
and raging civil wars. The books in this series take a close look at many
of the major issues in Africa today, such as
AIDS, poverty, government corruption, ethnic and
religious tension and educational opportunities.
Suitable for 14+ year olds.

behind the news
Climate Change: Is Global Business:
the World in Danger? Who Benefits?
9780431114712
9780431114729

Internet Freedom:
Where’s the Limit?
9780431114743

Human Rights:
Who Decides?
9780431114736

War on Terror: Is
the World Safer?
9780431114750

Author: Various
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $37.95
News and issues such as the war on terror, human rights and climate change
are reported in many different ways. This is because people have a range
of different opinions about them. This series gets readers thinking about
what is really going on Behind the News. Each book includes a range of
primary sources and case studies, a variety of text types including persuasive,
explanatory and questioning texts, and provides topical subjects that are ideal
for classroom debates. Suitable for 13+ year olds.

classic story tellers
Judy Blume
9781584153771

Beverley Cleary
9781584154570

Jack London
9781584152637

Katherine Paterson John Steinbeck
9781584152682
9781584152712

E B White
9781584152736

Author: Various
Imprint: Mitchell Lane
RRP: $34.95
This new series details the lives of some of the beloved authors who
have written popular books for children, young adults and adults alike.
Each book highlights the history, culture, and economic times of the era
in which the author lived. Find out what inspired such classic tales as
“Charlotte’s Web”, “Stuart Little”, “Call of the Wild”, and “Of Mice and Men”.
Suitable for 10+ year olds.

dinosaurs: acorns
Brachiosaurus
9780431184500

Diplodocus
9780431184517

Triceratops
9780431184470

Tyrannosaurus Rex Velociraptor
9780431184463
9780431184487

Pterodactyl
9780431184494

Author: Daniel Nunn
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $19.95
This series combines the familiar “Acorn” format of simple text with
fantastic images to create a set of high-interest reads on this everpopular topic. Each title looks at a different dinosaur, with details of its
features and characteristics and information as to how we have come
to know so much about them. Each book contains wonderful images
to capture the imagination of young readers, and levelled text to make
this high interest subject accessible to those just beginning to read.
Suitable for 4+ year olds.

exploring earth’s resources
Using Plants
9781406206197

Using Rocks
9781406206173

Using Soil
9781406206180

Using Water
9781406206203

Author: Sharon Katz Cooper
Imprint: Raintree
RRP: $22.00
Part of the “Read and Learn” range, this series looks at what the Earth’s
natural resources are, where they come from and what we do with them. Each
book introduces basic natural cycles in an appealing way for young readers.
Suitable for 5+ year olds.

fast track classics: elt edition w/- cd
Frankenstein
9780237533083

The Lost World
9780237533090

Author: Pauline Francis
Imprint: Evans
RRP: $16.50
A dramatically illustrated series of easy-to-read classics that are retold rather
than abridged. These pacey, yet accessible texts will arouse interest in the
original versions and other related stories. The accompanying CD makes
these an ideal resource for English language teaching and also for students
whose second language is English. Suitable for 10+ year olds.

Phantom of the Opera
9780237533120

Treasure Island
9780237533113

fyi: fiction with stacks of facts
Dead Man’s Close
C MacPhail
9781842993910

Diary of a Trainee Rock God
J Meres
9781842993934

The Greatest
A Gibbons
9781842993903

The Three Legged Mummy
V French
9781842993897

Author: Various
Imprint: Barrington Stoke
RRP: $19.95
F.Y.I is an exciting series that combines fiction and fact. Inspired by teachers
and parents and produced after intensive research, these books cater
particularly for the tastes of reluctant reader boys. First-class, award winning
authors ensure the narratives are gripping and the facts fun and informative,
and the varied subject matter will suit a wide range of tastes. Titles include
illustrations as well as text. Reading age: 8; interest age: 10+

global cities
Beijing
9780237531270

Los Angeles
9780237531232

Berlin
9780237531225

Mumbai
9780237531256

Istanbul
9780237531263

Sydney
9780237531249

Author: Various
Imprint: Evans
RRP: $38.50
By 2007, the world will pass from being a mainly rural to a mainly urban
population. Large cities, including mega cities with more than 10 million
people, present key challenges relating to sustainable development and
citizenship. Each title in this new geography series reveals reasons for the
city's location and the structure of the population, and explores environmental
issues such as transport, waste, pollution and wildlife, city economy, culture,
leisure and tourism and looks to the future. Suitable for 13+ year olds.

good & bad
Bully
9781842344200

Moody
9781842344217

Cheat
9781842344231

Selfish
9781842344248

Liar
9781842344224

Thief
9781842344255

Author: Janine Amos
Imprint: Cherrytree
RRP: $31.99
Good behaviour makes life pleasant for all of us. The six titles in this
series show examples of good and bad behaviour in a variety of situations,
illustrating the difference between the right and wrong way to behave and the
consequences it can have on other people and their feelings. Children are
encouraged to develop skills of negotiation and cooperation, to listen, and to
resolve differences by looking at alternatives. Suitable for 5+ year olds.

gr8reads

Shark!
M Morgan
9781842994399

Thing
C Powling
9781842994405

Author: Various
Imprint: Barrington Stoke
RRP: $16.95
This exciting and innovative fiction series is written by first-class, award
winning authors and designed to get teenagers with reading difficulties
started. Each title looks like a ‘real’ book with an attractive jacket that will
appeal. Suitable for reading age up to 8, interest age 12—16.

hip-hop
Beyonce
9781422201121

50 Cent
9781422201107

Ashanti
9781422201114

Author: Various
Imprint: Mason Crest
RRP: $39.95
This series tells the stories of some of the leading figures in the hip-hop
movement. Some are rappers, singers, dancers, stage performers, and
celebrities; others are producers, promoters, and social activists. Each
book contains many full-colour engaging photographs of the personalities at
different stages of their lives. Suitable for 12+ year olds.

Hip Hop: A Short History
9781422201091

Mariah Carey
9781422201145

how artists use
Colour
9780431162126

Pattern & Texture
9780431162140

Line & Tone
9780431162133

Perspective
9780431162157

Shape
9780431162164

Author: Paul Flux
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $32.95
These books introduce readers to the idea of different visual qualities in
natural and man-made objects and environments and explain why and how
they are used, or illustrated, in art. Subjects covered include perspective,
shape, colour, pattern and texture, and line and tone. The series features
a range of techniques and skills the reader can practice, and examples of
significant artists’ work. Suitable for 7+ year olds.

incarceration issues:
punishment, reform & rehabilitation
Political Prisoners
9781590849873

Prisoner Rehabilitation
9781590849941

Prison Conditions
9781590849866

Prisoners on Death Row
9781590849897

Author: Various
Imprint: Mason Crest
RRP: $39.95
This series introduces young people to the incarceration systems of the world.
The real-life experiences of prison employees, inmates, and inmate’s families
are sensitively presented to educate readers about the system’s role in
society, the realities of prison life, its effects, and the moral issues surrounding
this indispensible yet controversial social system. Suitable for 13+ year olds.

monumental milestones
Breaking the Sound Barrier Cuban Missile Crisis
9781584153986
9781584154044

Exploring the North Pole
9781584154020

Scopes Monkey Trial
9781584154686

Author: Various
Imprint: Mitchell Lane
RRP: $34.95
This series tells the stories of some of the most defining events in recent
history. From the story of polar exploration to the dangers of the Cuban Missile
Crisis, this series brings recent history to upper primary/lower secondary
readers. Written for the not-so-enthusiastic reader, Monumental Milestones
are jam packed with all the important information that students will need to do
research and short reports. Each book is presented in a colourful format with
a lively, easy-to-read narrative. Suitable for 10+ year olds.

things I like
I Like Dogs
9780431109589

I Like Outer Space
9780431109541

Author: Angela Aylmore
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $22.00
What inspires young readers to pick up a book? In all likelihood it’s the
exciting hobbies and interests covered in this new series. High-interest topics,
attention to vocabulary and careful levelling make this series an ideal literacy
resource. Suitable for 4+ year olds.

I Like Planes
9780431109565

I Like Soccer
9780431109558

wild weather
Big Freeze
9780431150819

Blizzard
9780431150826

Drought
9780431150833

Flood
9780431150802

Author: C Chambers
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $32.95
Explore the world of Wild Weather. Find out about the force of nature from the
power of a hurricane to the scorching temperatures of a heatwave. Discover
what causes weather to go wild, and how we react to the worst that nature
can throw at us. Each book looks at what the phenomenon is, where and
why it occurs and its effects, and emphasises that weather extremes have
the same causes as weather that we experience every day. The books also
examine how people defend their homes and adapt their lifestyle to cope.
Suitable for 6+ year olds.

• *PB indicates a Paperback Edition
• Big books are sold on a FIRM SALE BASIS ONLY

